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From the President’s Desk

Greeting Members of the Mississippi Writers Guild,

    It is an honor to have been elected President of the Mississippi Writers Guild 
(MWG). With your help we will prosper the purpose of the Guild. My first en-
ergy goes to getting the Conference in order.  Richelle Putnam has solicited seven 
excellent speakers. To familiarize yourself with them, visit www.mississippiwrit-
ersguild.com.  The Guild has a block of rooms at the Hilton Garden Downtown, 
formerly known as the Kind Edward Hotel at 235 West Capital Street Jackson, 
MS.  Rooms are $89.00.

    Just a reminder, membership renewals are due in April. The Board will be 
contacting the membership soon by mail with details about the Conference.   I 
will personally contact MWG Chapter Heads to learn how I may support them 
and enhance their chapters. I will be presenting my ideas on how I believe we 
make the Guild grow.  

I am looking forward to moving on.

Robert Ray

Summer 2012

I would hurl words into this darkness and wait for an echo, and if an echo sounded, no 
matter how faintly, I would send other words to tell, to march, to fight, to create a sense 

of hunger for life that gnaws in us all.  ~Richard Wright, American Hunger, 1977

I try to leave out the parts that people skip.  ~Elmore Leonard

If there’s a book you really want to read, but it hasn’t been writ-
ten yet, then you must write it.  ~Toni Morrison

What I like in a good author is not what he says, but what he whis-
pers.  ~Logan Pearsall Smith, “All Trivia,” Afterthoughts, 1931



Is Mississipi Writer’s Guild membership beneficial?

by June Davis Davidson

You might, at some time, have asked yourself if guild membership is benefi-
cial. From my own experience, I would say a resounding “Yes!” Why? Because 
guild members have the opportunity to connect with fellow writers, attend 
workshops, retreats and conferences. 

The annual conference not only allows us to connect with other writers, but 
with award winning authors, editors, agents and publishers. The conference is 
scheduled to provide members and non-members the best opportunity to get 
the most out of what the conference has to offer . . . And that’s plenty! 

Let’s face it, many writers and aspiring writers are introverts, but we can settle 
into our comfort zone when we attend guild meetings and mingle with our 
peers. Fellow writers that will bolster our aspirations to be the best writer we can 

be. It is through this network that I became aware of distance learning. Creative online writing courses are a 
convenient way to hone your craft when there isn’t a program available at your local community college. Don’t 
forget: the MWG website has articles on creative writing too. 

What about chapter meetings? 

Mississippi chapters delve into the nuts and bolts of writing. We discuss settings, the five senses, creating 
characters, plots, and all the elements of a good story. Each chapter has something to offer, whether its work-
shops, memoir writing, or guest speakers there is sure to be an activity that will appeal to your creative side. 

Why not join the guild? It’s the right group for writers and aspiring writers, song writers and playwrights like 
you and I. 

I hope to see you at the August, 2012 Mississippi Writers Guild annual conference. I guarantee that you’ll 
leave the conference inspired!

June

Visit the Mississippiwritersguild.com website for information on the conference.

Saturday, August 4th, 2012 Mississippi Writers Guild Annual Conference 

Conference location: the Arts Center of Mississippi (Former home of the Mississippi Mu-
seum of Art) at 201 E. Pascagoula Street in Jackson, MS

Preregister and select choice of workshops early, or register at the conference. Registra-
tion begins at 7:15 a.m. See Mississippiwritersguild.com website for more details on con-
ference and workshops.



Conference Line-Up

Mandi Stanley With more than 16 years of experience on the seminar circuit, Certified 
Speaking Professional Mandi Stanley works primarily with business leaders who want to boost 
their professional image and with people who want to be better speakers and writers.  She has 
traveled throughout North America entertaining and educating more than 34,000 seminar 
participants, totaling 3800 platform hours. Some of her repeat clients include: Campbell’s 
Soup Company, the United States Air Force, Kimberly-Clark’s World Headquarters, Mis-
sissippi Bankers Association, McDonald’s Corporation, Godiva Chocolate, The Rockefeller 
University and the National Football League  (that’s right—the NFL!) In 2003, she was 

designated a Certified Speaking Professional by the National Speakers Association. Fewer than 9 percent of all 
worldwide speakers have earned this designation, and Mandi is the first Mississippian to receive this honor. 
She’s a summa cum laude graduate with concentrations in English, communications, and management, and 
the author of The No-Panic Plan for Presenters: An A-to-Z Checklist for Speaking Confidently and Compel-
lingly Anywhere, Anytime released by Pecan Row Press in February, 2011. Mandi has served on the faculty of 
the American Management Association, where she received the coveted Quality Award and first-place ranking 
in market share. Audiences appreciate her platform enthusiasm, interactive style, and content-rich messages. 
She designs every presentation to help her audiences get their messages across with the results they want.  You’ll 
laugh!  You’ll learn!  You’ll leave with your “Hair-On-Fire!”

C. Hope Clark is author of A Lowcountry Bribe, the first of the new Palmetto State Mys-
tery Series published by Bell Bridge Books out of Memphis. Hope lives on the bank of Lake 
Murray near Chapin, SC, where she not only pens mysteries, but she also manages Fundsfor-
Writers.com . The website has received the honor of being selected for 101 Best Websites for 
Writers, an annual selection by Writer’s Digest Magazine, for the past 12 years running. Her 
newsletters aid writers in finding grants, contests, markets and publishers for their work, and 
Hope’s newsletters reach 42,000 readers each week. She’s also published in Writer’s Digest, 
The Writer Magazine, TURF Magazine, Landscape Management, Voices of Youth Advocates 
(VOYA), numerous Chicken Soup and many more online and print publications. She speaks 

at writers conferences throughout the United States and is recognized as an expert in the freelance writing busi-
ness. Read more about Hope in her blog, on Twitter, in Facebook as well as the newsletters available at Funds 
for Writer or her Website.

Rochelle Melander is an author, speaker, and professional coach with more than 20 years of 
publishing experience. She is the bestselling author of ten commercially published books, hun-
dreds of articles, and many educational resources including the new book to help fiction and 
nonfiction writers to write fast: Write-A-Thon: Write Your Book in 26 Days (And Live to Tell 
About It,) (Writer’s Digest Books, October 2011). Melander teaches professionals how to get 
published, establish credibility, and navigate the new world of social media.



Conference Line-Up

Julie Cantrell is a New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author. 
She was the editor-in-chief of the Southern Literary Review. She has been 
a freelance writer for ten years and has published two children’s books. She 
has contributed to more than a dozen books, and her first novel, Into the 
Free, hit shelves February 1, 2012 (David C Cook).   In addition to writing 
the sequel to that novel, Julie was honored to receive the 2011 Mississippi 
Arts Commission Literary Artist Fellowship and is currently working on a 
creative nonfiction book about her family’s adventures as first-generation 
farmers. Julie and her family live in Oxford, Mississippi where they oper-

ate Valley House Farm. She is also a certified speech-language pathologist and currently teaches 
English as a second language to elementary students.  Julie is represented by Greg Johnson of 
WordServe Literary.  

Kathryn Lay is the author of 20 books for children including CROWN 
ME!, middle grade novel, winner of Texas State Reading Association Gold-
en Spur Award and Oklahoma Writer’s Trophy Award for Best Children’s 
Novel, republished in paperback with Scholastic Book Clubs; JOSH’S HAL-
LOWEEN PUMPKIN, picture book; WENDY’S WEATHER WARRIOR 
series, 6 book chapter books for educational publisher, 4 Classic Adapta-
tions (WIZARD OF OZ, LITTLE WOMEN, WAR OF THE WORLDS, 

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH). 6 book nonfiction picture book series 
coming out September 2012, SENSING THEIR PREY. Book for writers, THE ORGANIZED 
WRITER IS A SELLING WRITER in paperback, e-book and kindle. Kathryn has had over 
2000 articles, essays, and stories published in magazines and anthologies for children and adults 
including: 8 Chicken Soup books, 12 Guideposts anthologies, Woman’s World, Family Circle, 
Kiwanis, Highlights for Children, Cricket, Spider, Pockets, and many more.  She teaches 3 writ-
ing courses at Coffeehouseforwriters.com and is the new Magazine Expert Guide for Children’s 
Book Insider magazine and website.

Author/Illustrator Chuck Galey has illustrated for book publishers, 
magazines, advertising and design firms nationwide. He has served adjunct 
instructor for the course on Illustration at Mississippi State Department of 
Art and is a Mississippi Arts Commission Teaching Artist. He won the 2003 
Mississippi Library Association’s special award for illustration in Children’s 
Literature for Jazz Cats, 2002 Children’s Book Council Children’s Choice 
Award for Jazz Cats, and the 2003 Children’s Book Council Children’s Choice 

Award for My Brother Dan’s Delicious. His presentations throughout the nation include the Society of Chil-
dren’s Book Writers and Illustrators Southern Breeze, Birmingham, AL; Georgia Reading Association, Atlanta, 
GA; the University of Southern Mississippi’s Children’s Book Festival, Hattiesburg, MS; SCBWI North-Central 
California Regional Fall Conference and much more.  



Evan Guilford-Blake writes plays, fiction, creative non-fiction and poetry 
for adults and children. He is the author of about 40 plays which have been 
produced internationally; 20 are published by Playscripts, Eldridge, Youth-
PLAYs, Next Stage and others. He has won 36 playwriting competitions, 
including, twice, the New Orleans Literary Festival/Tennessee Williams and 
the Tallahatchie RiverFest contests (the only playwright to have done so), 
Ireland’s Eamon Keane Award, the Richmond (VA) Firehouse Festival of 
New Plays, the Saints and Sinners Competition and the Aurand Harris/
NETC award. A Pushcart Prize nominee, Evan’s stories and poems have ap-
peared in numerous print and online journals, as well as in several antholo-
gies. Among his dozen short fiction awards are Soundings Review’s Found-
er’s Award, Wayne State University’s Judith Siegal Pearson Award and the 

Porter Fleming prize. Evan is a member of the Dramatists Guild and the Alliance of Los Angeles 
Playwrights, and is a “Distinguished Resident Playwright Emeritus” at Chicago Dramatists. He 
has presented playwriting workshops at numerous venues including the American College The-
atre Festival and the Georgia Theatre Conference. He and his wife (and inspiration), freelance 
writer and jewelry designer Roxanna Guilford-Blake, live in the Atlanta area with their two lov-
able, dumb-as-dirt doves, Quill and Gabriella and their equally lovable, smart-as-a-whip spitz/
terrier mix Winnie Words.. More information is available at www.guilford-blake.com/evan.

MWG Welcomes the new 2012-2014 Board

  

Robert Ray
President

G. Mark LaFrancis
1st Vice-President

Wynee H. Alexander
2nd Vice-President

Sheila Hutcherson
Secretary

Dan Lee
Treasurer



Newton/Neshoba Chapter

The Newton/Neshoba County 
Writers Guild is off to a great start 
for 2012!  Talk about writing up a 
storm!  This group of individuals 
certainly knows how to keep the 
pages turning.  I love that we have 
that richness of seasoned authors 
to help the rest of us non pub-
lished writers. They inspire me to 
keep writing from my heart.  I am 
truly blessed by them and honored 
to be called their chapter head. 

Our April meeting was a wonder-
ful treat for me, as well as the oth-
ers in attendance.  Four amazing 
young ladies from Newton County 
TAG (talented and gifted), my little 
Cinderella included,  joined us to 
share their writing projects.  Wow!  
The talent that poured from their 
creative little minds melted our 
hearts.  Who knew the caliber of 
quality embedded in our elemen-
tary students? 

We have decided to cancel our 
May meeting due to numerous 
end of school activities and pro-
grams, but plan to get back on 
track in June. 

Can hardly wait for Annual Confer-
ence this summer!

Yours Truly, 

Carla Westbrook

WORKING 9 TO 5
By Richelle Putnam

 At a social gathering, you’re enjoying punch and hors d’oeuvres, meet-
ing new people, colleagues and friends. A stranger strolls up. You smile, intro-
duce yourself. He does the same. After a moment of small talk and swallow-
ing the last bite of cubed cheese and cracker, he pats his mouth with a dainty 
cocktail napkin and eyes you somewhat suspiciously. “So,” he says. “What do you 
do?” 
 As writers, we often stumble over that question, not because we don’t 
know the answer, but because we question it. The truth is, most seasoned, as 
well as novice writers, work in other professions.  Maintaining a full-time job 
doesn’t mean you can’t also be a full-time writer. It does mean, however, that 
writing around another job requires much determination and devotion. 
These tips will help you on your way to becoming a full-time writer:
1. Research markets daily. Make notes on topics, word count and how 
content is delivered. Pay attention to breakout boxes and sidebars in various 
magazine features. Additional information like that can affect an editor’s final 
decision when choosing between two well-written submissions. 
2. Continue your education on the writing craft and business.  Face it. 
There isn’t some “You Have Arrived” trophy waiting at a finish line. We never 
stop learning. The writing industry never stops changing.  And fads come and 
go…fast! Plus, passion is NOT all writers need.   
3. Take writing and submission goals seriously. Be accountable—to your-
self. Because you play a duel role—boss and worker—you must strive to accom-
plish each role with a sense of pride and obligation.
4. Submit at least three times weekly. Bottom line—you can’t succeed as 
a writer if you don’t submit. Rejections don’t mean failure. They mean ‘keep try-
ing.’  They can also mean: the subject matter was wrong; a similar piece was 
recently published; or the feature was not right for the publication. Failure hap-
pens when you STOP trying.
5. Log every writing, revising and submission activity. Seeing weekly stats 
on paper provides a visual to help plan and adjust writing schedules and assign-
ments accordingly. 
6. Seize writing opportunities. Some regional publications pay very well 
and many national magazines welcome personal experience stories, articles 
and how-to’s.  Use your other profession as the credential to write for targeted 
audiences. A teacher can write about education and offer homework tips. Bible 
study leaders can try their hand at devotionals. Boutique or specialty gift shop 
workers can share fashion tips and the latest in special occasion gift items.  Gar-
deners can write on gardening and history lovers on genealogy.  
The successful 9-to-5 writer possesses an entrepreneurial mindset while still 
maintaining a writer’s heart. They make it happen by getting up earlier, going to 
bed later, and using lunch hours to alternate fork and plate with pen and paper.
So, let me ask you this…what do you do? 



Scribbler Gems 

Article from Indiana University that gives a good example of what plagiarism is.
Browse around for other useful articles on this website listed under Pamphlets.
http://www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/plagiarism.shtml

Helpful article on descriptive writing by Jennifer Jensen
http://jenniferjensen.suite101.com/descriptive-writing-exercises-a32035

A list of articles on the craft of fiction writing at:
http://www.fictionfactor.com/novel.html

Do you need to hear how a word is pronounced?
http://www.merriam-webster.com

Create a timeline for your ancestor or famous person
http://www.ourtimelines.com/create_tl_2c.html

Perpetual Calendar
http://vpcalendar.net/20th_21st.html

Important Events in American History
http://home.earthlink.net/~gfeldmeth/chronology.html

Literary Terms and Definitions
http://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/lit_terms_P.html

Literary Resources
http://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/resource_literature.html

Browse free ebooks at:
http://www.openlibary.org

Search Duke University digital collections by year or topic
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/collections

Federal Bureau of Investigation search vault is available
through the Freedom of Information Act. Transcripts are
tare available on this website. Type the name of a person to search.
http://vault.fbi.gov/search

Famous Quotes by Writers

I’m not a very good writer, but 
I’m an excellent rewriter.  

~James Michener

The time to begin writing an 
article is when you have 

finished it to your 
satisfaction.  By that time 
you begin to clearly and 

logically perceive what it is 
you really want to say.  

~Mark Twain

The wastebasket is a 
writer’s best friend.  

~Isaac Bashevis Singer

Don’t be too harsh to these 
poems until they’re typed.  I 

always think typescript lends 
some sort of certainty:  at least, 
if the things are bad then, they 

appear to be bad with conviction.  
~Dylan Thomas, letter to Ver-

non Watkins, March 1938

Fill your paper with the 
breathings of your heart.  

~William Wordsworth

The pages are still blank, but 
there is a miraculous feeling 

of the words being there, 
written in invisible ink and 

clamoring to become visible. 
 ~Vladimir Nabakov

Don’t tell me the moon is 
shining; show me the glint 

of light on broken glass.  
~Anton Chekhov



Magic in the Mind   by Lydia Dell
 

     Falling behind again.  I can’t keep up.  No matter how hard I try, or work, or think I can, it 
just isn’t possible.  There just aren’t enough hours in the day to catch up, or even keep up.  I 
feel this way about so many things lately, news, war, finance, music, reading, writing, mov-
ies, all the new electronic stuff, and even more old stuff I used to know but have forgotten 
along the way – like algebra, or biology.  No matter where I start at this point, I am always so 
far behind, and the more information I have access to the more behind I actually feel.                     
     Music has been my purest, most pleasurable form of entertainment since I bought my first 
45 record, long before I was close to being considered a pre-teen.  My love for music is far 

more than a hobby, but I am nowhere near being a serious collector of the sounds of the past and present.  I have merely 
surrounded myself with what I love.  When it comes to the music in my life I don’t think in terms of what might be miss-
ing.  I think mostly of the hours of endless comfort and what part of my soul I might want to feed next.  It has been more 
than half a dozen years since I counted the number of cds I own.  Last count was over 700, and they keep multiplying 
like rabbits.  I never once considered my music a collection, even though my children often referred to it as “the music 
library,” but if it were, in spite of how much is actually there, there would be so much missing, I would be so far behind.  
     I can say the same thing about the books on my bookshelves, or my knowledge of the craft of writing.  No matter how 
much I read, or have read, there is always so much more I haven’t read, or need to read, just to catch up.  Catch up with 
what, you ask?  Good question. What starts out as gaining general knowledge, the basic standard of what it means to 
know something, often becomes a journey that includes a serious game of catch up before taking on the challenge to be 
truly good at something.  Where one begins and the other ends is anyone’s guess, I suppose, but interest or intent, pas-
sion or mere pleasure, play a huge role in how we as individuals find that line for ourselves.  I do know if each time I sat 
down to write I think of all the writers on my bookshelves and how accomplished each and every one of them became, 
how little I might know, or how much more I have to learn, chances are I would become paralyzed in my inability to write, 
much less measure up.  But what if I think of these writers as my friends surrounding me with pride and encouragement?  
What if I think of these breathtaking writers as my teachers? What if the magic really is in the mind? 
     I’ve heard it said that we are all writers. I’ve also heard the argument that you cannot call yourself a writer unless or 
until you have been published.  I’ve heard others express surprise that the study of the craft of writing is so difficult, 
demanding, and necessary.  Still others say you either have it or you don’t, that if writing could be taught, we would all 
be writers.  And who can forget the broken record when we were young, repeated relentlessly, “practice makes perfect.”  
I have my thoughts on each of these, but far more important is how these questions and insecurities feed or defeat our 
ability to move forward, to get better, to succeed.  There’s a reason they call it learning.  That is something we never want 
to end.  So, where is your music?  Where do we start?  What do you say to yourself?  How often do you dive right in and 
just write? How far behind do you think you are?  Does it really matter as long as you are writing?   

Tips for Writers:
1. If you write every day, you get better at writing every day.
2. It is is boring to you, it is boring to the reader.
3. Get a writing routine and stick to it.
4. Poetry does NOT have to rhyme. Poetry does not NOT have to 
rhyme.
5. Writers read. Writers read a lot. Writers read all the time.
6. Makes lists of yout favorite words, books, and places.
7. Always bring a notebook and a pen.
8. Go for walks. Dance. Pull weeds. Write about it.
9. Learn to tell both sides of the story.
10. After you finish reading this Newsletter...Write Something!



AN ABRIDGED BOOK REVIEW AND COMMENTARY
BY Sarah Mutziger

                                                                Part 2

TRAGEDY includes stories such as; many ancient myths, ( Icarus is a good Greek example), Faust by 
Goethe, Macbeth, Dr, Jekyll & Mr. Hyde, Lolita, Dorian Gray, Carmen, Bonnie & Clyde, and  Anna Kar-
enina.  The story list is long.  This is what they all have in common.  All tragic heroes/heroines have 
a tragic flaw. Booker says “they are in some way incomplete or unfulfilled. Some object of desire or 
course of action presents itself and the hero’s energies find a focus.”  Pg 156.  The call is in some way 
a seductive temptation involving something dark and perhaps deeply unconscious as it was for Oe-
dipus when he challenged the old King on the path (out of pride) not knowing that the man was his 
father.  The old King had tried to dispose of his son in the first place to avoid the scary prophecy (out 
of fear).   Following the “call”, the hero/heroine becomes committed to his/her course of action and 
experiences some gratification. Then, things begin to go wrong.  Things slip out of control.  In some 
final act of violence, the hero/heroine is destroyed.
REBIRTH includes stories such as;  Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, Christmas Carol, Crime & Punish-
ment, Silas Marner, Secret Garden, and Peer Gynt.  This is what they all have in common. The hero 
falls under, or is born under  the shadow of a dark power.  Despite the shadow, everything may go 
reasonably well for a while.  The dark shadow looms in full force and the hero/heroine may seem 
imprisoned or in a state of living death.  This continues for quite some time and it may seem that the 
dark power has won. Then there comes a marvelous redemption.  The hero gets saved by the heroine 
or young child. The heroine gets saved by the hero. This is symbolic of mastering the EGO inside and 
becoming whole.
When Booker gets to the end of describing these seven plots, he focuses on the importance of the 
fully resolved ending and how it reflects a perfect balance.  The “perfect balance “ is about whole-
ness.  In regards to tragedy, Booker follows in Aristotle’s footsteps and says that a good Tragedy 
presents a hero who tries to achieve a goal in the wrong way.  I am not one to argue with Aristotle 
and enjoyed returning to the feet of the great Master.
At the beginning of Part Three, Booker takes a close look at what has been written in the past 200 
years. He says the EGO has run amuck.  In some stories EGO is completely split off from the Enlight-
ened FORCE of the Higher Self and has turned the patterns upside down.  Thomas Hardy loses the 
plot in his stories as he did in his own life.  Chekhov tells stories of the passive ego going nowhere.  
(Booker explains why Chekhov’s stories make you feel really depressed.)   Empty sex and violence 
take over as the EGO acts out from DeSade to The Terminator.  Booker makes harsh judgments.  He 
does not consider that some of the upside down patterns might be cautionary tales. 
  At the end of this section, Booker mentions that there are two new patterns that have emerged: 
Edgar Allen Poe’s mystery plot: and George Orwell’s 1984 plot which is called rebellion against the 
ONE.  He calls 1984 the darkest of the dark! The mystery/detective story is now the most popular sto-
ry in the world.  Booker believes that both of these new patterns exist because the EGO is engaged in 
fantasy.  He distinguishes fantasy from imagination saying that there are fundamental psychologi-
cal differences between the two. He borrows from Coleridge who wrote in his Biographia Literaria 
(1817): Imagination is a living thing, producing original observations and images which heighten 
and deepen our perception and understanding of the world. Booker says the fantasy or daydream-
ing level of the mind is not concerned with understanding.  It is two-dimensional.  It deals in fixed 
dead images which can be used to trigger off in our consciousness a desired effect but which has no 
connection with the real world.  They are more like a play of shadows on the wall.” Pg 651.
In the last section of the book, Booker talks about why we tell/write stories.  A good story helps us 



see ourselves and know ourselves.  It is based in imagination.  Beware of 
the stories that are based in fantasy.  He reminds us of Plato’s Cave where 
men sit staring at flickering shadows on the wall and are afraid to get up 
and look outside when they are told there is more.  
I am still thinking about this book. These are some of my thoughts.  Booker 
implies more than he actually says. (Jung also implied more than he ever 
said.) That is ironic given that the book is 700 pages.   What ultimately has 
to happen in this great human story is humility.  The EGO surrenders to 
a higher spiritual power.  Some kind of detachment happens. It seems to 
happen through an encounter with the BIG MYSTERY that inspires trust 
and/or faith in the intangible LOVE that changes our perception and un-
derstanding and literally connects us to everyone else.   I do not think those 
three words, humility, mystery, & surrender, are ever used in the text, but 
they are implied symbolically. That seems extraordinary to me. A mystery!
1984 is considered the darkest book ever written because the spirit of the 
hero is broken and surrenders to Big Brother.   Alexander Solzhenitsyn pro-
vides an  answer to fiction’s problem in The Gulag Archipelago….It was 
on the rotting prison straw that I felt the first stirrings of good in myself.  
Gradually it became clear to me that  the line separating good from evil 
runs not between states, not between classes and not between parties; it 
runs through the heart of each and every one of us, and through all human 
hearts.  This line is not stationary.  It shifts and moves with the passage of 
years. Even in hearts enveloped in evil, it maintains a small bridgehead of 
good.  Pg 193. This is non- fiction.   I think Booker is trying to say that our 
imagination can take us to this level of truth.  Our fantasies cannot. 
I have encountered these patterns in folklore and in what I have written 
and will continue to think about it.  Have you?
If you read this book, I would appreciate knowing your thoughts too.
Sarah Mutziger 

Please email response to scribblernews@gmail.com. Your response will be 
forwarded to author.

Please submit an article to: Scribblernews@gmail.com for 
consideration in the next 
    issue of the Scribbler.


